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Introduction
Young children may not yet have learned how to treat others with kindness and respect in
a school environment. In order to teach children kindness and respect skills, I developed a
three-day lesson for first graders at Creekside Elementary School in Salinas, California. This
lesson plan encourages morale throughout the school environment, expanding the use of courtesy
and compassion between the students.
Need Statement
Teasing among young children is very common during their primary school years. Teasing  may
happen during class or on the playground. Some of these behaviors are name calling , excluding,
humiliating , devaluing their academic progression and making fun of their physical appearance.
Teasing can lead victims towards physical and mental trauma. Which can affect each victim
differently. Some may even feel uncomfortable attending school, disengaging in school activities
and having low self esteem, which can cause students to struggle with their learning outcomes.
Peer teasing is a direct form of verbal bullying between students. Sexual orientation is a
common form of peer teasing. Bosacki, Harwood and Sumaway state how boys in grade school
tend to use their male orientation to be more dominant then girls. It is used more during sports
being played during recess time. However Bosacki, Harwood and Sumaway also stated girls
from time to time tease each other by excusing another for their personality or physical
appearance. Which can cause students to lose sense of self identity due to not fitting. Teasing
also not only can be shown through forms of physician interactions as well, such as posture.
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Physical appearance teasing is another form of teasing. Those who are victimized are
usually teased over their weight causing a negative stigma to arise around the victims
appearance. Warkinton, Borghese and Janssen discuss children who are over their body mass
index experience teasing at school and can cause students to have poor mental health. Which can
cause students to develop depression, feeling uncomfortable being around classmates who may
judge them for their appearance, as well as feeling lonely and not having friends or a person to
speak to about their feelings and emotions.
Knowledge level teasing occurs when  students may tease their classmates for not
academically progressing as well as other students are. This could be from any set of topics that
the student is having difficulties with such as reading, and writing. Therefore, when having
students popcorn read, this can cause students to feel uncomfortable when they feel
self-conscious about not being able to correctly pronounce certain words that exceed their
current academic progress. Jones, Newman and Bautista discussed that the presence of teasing
can cause victims to develop a low self esteem academically triggering disengagement  to  the
curriculum then further causing them to have a low performance in school.
Grasping a better understanding of the effects teasing has in the school atmosphere is
vital for the student to have a progressive academic life. This vitality is derived from the
relationship the student has with the environment they are being exposed to. The negative
exposure that teasing has on a student can lead to self esteem in a classroom setting causing a
negative connotation around academics for the student. This negative connotation can cause a
student to disengage and neglect the academic satisfactions.  In order to make change, students
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must be taught the consequences of teasing and the importance of creating a positive atmosphere
as a contribution to their peers' academic and social comfort. In addition, I plan to hold a 3-day
lesson about teasing and ways they can practice kindness and respect for 1st graders at Creekside
Elementary in Salinas, California.
Theory
According to Skinner's behavioral theory, if a child's conduct is not addressed, it will
most likely be repeated; but, if it is handled, consequences emerge, which prevent the behavior
from happening. Behaviorism is defined as a person's bodily behaviors and how they interact
with their surroundings. The application of behaviorism and operant conditioning to my research
is that it emphasizes how children should interact with one another. They must also be conscious
of what is good and wrong, as well as learn from their mistakes. Children may engage in operant
conditioning throughout this stage, and their behaviors will manifest as a negative personality
when they take on the role of operator. After all, children at this age are still figuring out who
they are; they experience outbursts during childhood and may not know how to communicate
their emotions. Instead, they may act aggressively to defend themselves, but they may not
understand they are taunting a classmate.
At this age, hypothetical teasing occurs between friends or classmates who are of the
same sex or cross sex (Jones, D. C., Newman, J. B., & Bautista, S.) (2005). Adolescents are also
in the Concrete Operational Stage, according to Piaget's theory. Adolescents at this age begin to
think more clearly and reasonably, as well as consider how others may feel.
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They may cause discomfort among classmates and lead to low self-esteem (Joaquim, C.
J.) (2014). Children also feel compelled to maintain friendships, share their feelings and thoughts
to a staff (Grundherr, M., Geisler, A., Stoiber, M., & Schäfer, M.) (2017).As a result, teenagers
from 7 to 11 years go through developmental stages. They become aware of their surroundings
and begin to consider others' feelings and ideas. As well as understanding what they're doing and
without considering how another classmate would react. In addition, I will design a three-day
lesson for youngsters to learn how to recognize their own actions and how to practice being kind,
polite, loving, and fair.
Consideration of Diversity
My project will be conducted “in Salinas, California” at Creekside Elementary School in Salinas,
California. The ethnicity of the participants should reflect “the population of”  Creekside
Elementary School. As reported by the School Accountability Report Card (SARC; 2019),
Creekside Elementary School is 1.7% Black or African American, 2.6% Asian, 3.7% Filipino,
84.6 Hispanic or Latino, .3% Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander, 4.1% White, and 1.8% Two or
More Races. In addition, 67.6% are considered Socioeconomically Disadvantaged. In this case I
would expect participants to be socioeconomically disadvantaged because they do not have the
proper structure to guide them to know what is right and wrong with their actions. In addition it
may be difficult for participants to be open minded to hearing the consequences of their
actions/behaviors. I say this because some students may not be used to an adult speaking upon
their negative actions towards others. They also may have a hard time accepting the
consequences because they are not used to being in timeout, having a phone call home to parents
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or being sent to the principal's office for a talk. Since I will be conducting my project in English,
participants must be proficient to be able to participate in the tasks. This project was developed
for elementary school students and is understandable for their grade level for them to participate.
Learning Outcomes
I aim to provide a 30 minute lesson in 3 days about teasing in school, and what it may cause to a
students feelings and how to stop it from happening.
By the end of the project students will be able to
1. Identify 1 negative action that Gilroy Goat did in Llama Lama and the Bully Goat by
Anna Dewdney.
2. Identify 1 way they can be kind or stop teasing from continuing
3. Identify 1 way to either be kind, respectful, fair or caring from the youtube video
Method
Day 1
First, I introduced myself to the classroom and stated why I was meeting with them and
the precautions I was taking to meet over Google Meets due to COVID-19. Then, I asked the
class to define teasing in their own words. After getting a few volunteers to state their definition,
I then stated I was going to read a book called “Lama Lama and the Bully Goat”. While reading
the book, I would stop and slowly show the images of the book so the students can see the
actions of the Bully Goat. As well as asking questions, such as “Wasn’t that mean ?” or “ That
wasn’t nice of him to do !”. After finishing the book I had a 15 minute discussion where I then
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asked the students “what were examples of teasing in the book?”. Finally after our discussion I
then stated I would be meeting with them the next day and we would be doing something hands
on.
Day 2
The second day I did a mini hands on activity that involved teasing/bullying. I had made
a poster of a giant jar and labled it “ Bully Beans” and I gave it to Mrs.Clemente (teacher) before
the week began to hang in her class Tuesday. The first thing I did when logging into Google
Meets I greeted the students and explained my mini lesson for that day. Then I had Mrs.
Clemente passed out the jelly bean cut out shapes, in which I stated the supplies they need is any
color marker of their choice, glue stick and crayons. Once they had their supplies I stated the
instructions which was “You must write something you can say or do to stand up to bullies”.
Then they can color and volunteer to show the class over google meets what their jelly bean says.
Lastly I stated once they are completely finished they are to stand in a single file line to glue
their jelly bean to the poster.
Day 3
On Day 3, I had the students watch a mini youtube video: https://youtu.be/4mrE5zgEvt4
about the effects of bullying/teasing. After the video I had a 15 minute discussion with the class
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and asked them what type of teasing was mentioned in the video. Then multiple students raised
their hand and when chosen to speak some mentioned how name calling can be a sign of teasing.
Some students also mentioned that the video stated how teasing can cause students to feel
uncomfortable and not want to attend school. Then Mrs. Clemente stated her experience when
she moved schools when she was in elementary school. And her classmates were excluding her
during recess and explained to her class that she was sad and felt lonely. Lastly, I closed up our
discussion by saying thank you and it was a pleasure to do my project with them.
Results
Learning outcome 1 was that participants would identify one negative action that Gilroy
goat did in the book Llama Llama and the Bully Goat. I believe this learning outcome was
partially met . From having a small discussion about teasing and the effects it may cause to a
person. The participants mainly focused on the actions of Gilroy Goat and how he may hurt his
classmates emotionally and mentally. In total, they stated 12 negative actions that Gilroy Goat
did and said towards his classmates. In which 12 is a smaller number than expected, because I
hoped that the majority of the class would have more responses coming from a classroom of 22
students. The way I collected this data was by taking notes when students volunteered to state
their answer.
Learning outcome 2 was that participants would indicate one way they can be kind in the
future. From having a mini hands on project about teasing participants were able to identify 8
different ways on how to respond to a person who is bullying.  The way I collected this data was
by looking at the end result of the Jelly Bean Jar, from that I was able to count the different
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responses and put them in a category. For example 4 students wrote on their jelly bean “tell a
supervisor”. This was a smaller amount than I estimated, which is evidence that this learning
outcome was not met.
Learning outcome 3 was that participants would identify one way to either be kind,
respectful, fair or caring from the youtube video. From having a discussion about these
characteristics, the participants were able to come up with 3 ways to be kind, 2 ways to be
respectful, 3 ways to be caring and 4 ways to be fair to one another. The way I categorized these
responses was by writing down responses that students stated during the discussion. I believe
that this outcome was partially met because in total they came up with a large number of ways
for these characteristics.
Discussion
I believe this project was successful. All of the participants were engaged with each
lesson I conducted. Since the participants are going through Piaget's Concrete Operational Stage,
they are building their knowledge of what is right and wrong as well as being aware of their
classmates' feelings. When having the discussion after reading Llama Llama and the Bully Goat,
participants began to see the effects of teasing and how it may affect another classmate's feelings
and self-esteem. A few participants also mentioned how characters in the book looked sad
because the bully goat was kicking dirt and calling names. Although the participants are still
young and learning, they are becoming more aware of how to react and treat others with
kindness and respect.
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“Participation and engagement in the activities was high.”  Each student was given the
opportunity to state their own opinion and thoughts about each thing they did. For example, in
the Bully Bean activity, all the participants were excited and impatient to have their turn to share
what they wrote to the entire class and me.
If I had the opportunity to conduct this project again, I would remember to ask more
questions and write down each participant's answers. I would also consider creating an online
quiz because I know the participants would love it, be extra engaged, and I would also have
names and percentages for each answer/question. That being said, I feel like the participants
learned more about bullying and they are now well aware of how they should treat others with
kindness and respect.
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